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Abstract
In many real-world domains, e.g., driving, the state space of offline planning is rather different from the state space of
online execution. Planning typically occurs at the level of deciding the route, while online execution needs to take into
account dynamic conditions such as locations of other cars and traffic lights. The agent typically does not have access to
the dynamic part of the state at the planning time, e.g., future locations of other cars, nor does it have the computational
resources to plan an optimal policy in advance that works for all possible traffic events. The key principle that enables
agents to deal with these informational and computational challenges is abstraction. In the driving example, the high
level state space consists of coarse locations such as “O’hare airport” and high level actions such as take “Exit 205,” while
the lower level state space consists of a more precise location and velocity of the car and actions such as turning the
steering wheel. Importantly, excepting occasional unforeseen failures, the two levels operate independently of each other
and depend on different kinds of information available at different times.
To achieve this, we investigate the integration of planning and RL in a hierarchical framework called RePReL. We adapt
dynamic probabilistic logic model to specify bisimilarity conditions of the MDPs to obtain safe and effective task-specific
state abstractions. Our empirical evaluations, in a grid world domain and a robotic task, show that such abstractions can
result in efficient learning and effective transfer.
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